A consumer contest is a sales promotion technique that requires participants to apply certain skills as they compete for prizes or awards. This article is the first to employ a game-theoretical approach to investigate consumer contest design issues, including prize structure, segmentation, and handicapping. First, the authors find that both skill distribution and the number of contestants play an important role in determining the optimal prize structure in consumer contests. Specifically, if the skill distribution has the increasing hazard-rate property, it is optimal for a marketer to use a winner-take-all design. In large contests, for the winner-take-all approach to be optimal, it suffices to have the increasing hazard-rate property only at the high end of the skill distribution. Second, increasing contest size is beneficial to the marketer. Third, a less dispersive skill distribution leads to higher consumption by consumers at all skill levels and thus is beneficial to the marketer. The marketer may achieve less dispersive skill distributions by (1) segmenting or screening contestants according to their skill levels and (2) adopting a performance evaluation scheme that handicaps high-skilled contestants.
A
consumer contest is a sales promotion technique that requires participants to apply certain skills as they compete for prizes or awards. For example, several wireless carriers in Europe and Japan hold contests among players in a cell phone-based trivia game called Mobile Millionaire, which resembles the television show "Who Wants To Be a Millionaire?" except it is played with shortmessage service (SMS) or wireless application protocol (WAP). In Mobile Millionaire, players who obtain the highest scores using the shortest time during a given period (e.g., a month) are declared winners and, in most cases, are awarded with prizes up to tens of thousands of dollars. Sports nutrition specialist EAS organizes Body-for-LIFE Challenge, an annual fitness contest with $1,000,000 cash prizes that are awarded on the basis of people's before-andafter photographs and their essays about their "inner transformation" during the 12-week contest period. Two characteristics set consumer contests apart from other sales promotion techniques. First, consumer contests are skill based; that is, skill must play a significant role in determin-1 For example (Kalra and Shi 2002 ), Folger's coffee advertised a contest in which consumers who could correctly identify a singer who regularly drinks Folger's would be entered into a drawing; the answer was provided in an advertisement on the same page.
2 Federal law views promotions in which the outcome is determined by chance, in which the entry requires some form of consideration (e.g., purchase), and in which the winner is awarded a prize as lotteries. With rare exceptions, lotteries are illegal. 3 In Europe and Japan, where this mobile game is most popular, consumers pay a per-message fee (in the SMS version) or perminute fee (in the WAP version). 4 EAS requires contest participants to use at least one EAS product.
ing performance. In the first example, skill is the contestants' knowledge, and in the second example, it is the contestants' athleticism. Thus, "lotterylike" contests in which winning is predominately determined by chance 1 and chance-based prize promotions, including games of chance, lotteries, and sweepstakes, are not consumer contests. 2 Second, consumer contests reward consumers on the basis of their relative performance. Thus, programs that reward consumers on the basis of absolute criteria, such as frequentflier programs and price discounts, are not consumer contests.
Marketers use consumer contests for various reasons, including increasing overall consumption, encouraging trials, and gaining publicity. This article mainly focuses on the first objective-that is, increasing overall consumption of products and services. Consumer contests are common among marketers that provide products and services that enhance contestants' performance. For example, in Mobile Millionaire, consumers gain higher scores by playing more games, which leads to increased consumption of textmessage service (in the SMS version) or wireless data service (in the WAP version). 3 In the Body-for-LIFE Challenge example, EAS's sports nutrition products, including Myoplex, Body-for-LIFE, and AdvantEDGE, help consumers achieve their fitness goals. 4 Such consumer contests are extremely popular in the high-growth online and wire-less entertainment industry (Liu, Geng, and Whinston 2007) . 5 Informa Telecoms and Media (2005) estimates that the total revenue of the wireless entertainment industry exceeded $15 billion in 2005 and will reach $42 billion by 2010. Consumer contests are viewed as one of the most effective means of inducing usage in the wireless entertainment industry (Travish and Smorodinsky 2002) . Consumer contests are also increasingly used by Web sites to increase users' staying time and/or number of visits (Hamman 2000) , which often lead to more sales or more advertising revenue.
Several design issues arise in a consumer contest. The first set of issues, which we call the "prize structure," involves how many prizes should be offered and how the total award should be allocated among them. Various prize structures can be observed in business practice. For example, carriers of Mobile Millionaire use various prize structures (Table 1) , whereas Body-for-LIFE Challenge uses a winner-take-all design. The second set of issues, which we call "contest structure," involves whether and how to segment the consumer population, how to choose a performance evaluation criteria, and whether to handicap highskilled consumers. Marketers use different contest structures. For example, carriers in Japan have designed four stages-normal, bronze, silver, and gold-so that players compete against similarly skilled people in the same stage. Conversely, European carriers run either one contest for all players or two separate contests for SMS and WAP platforms. These stylized observations raise the question of how marketers should optimally design a consumer contest to induce maximal aggregate consumption from contest participants. The objective of this article is to provide marketers with guidelines on contest design issues regarding prize and contest structures.
In light of the preceding discussion, we study a oneperiod model of a consumer contest in which consumers' performance is a multiplicative function of their skill and consumption, and winners are determined by rank order of performance. The central issue for the monopolistic marketer is to choose an optimal design for the contest to maximize the participants' collective consumption. Under this framework, we derive several implications for prize and contest structures.
First, we find that skill distribution and the number of contestants play an important role in determining the optimal prize structure in consumer contests. If the skill distribution has the increasing hazard-rate (IHR) property, it is optimal for the marketer to use a winner-take-all design. Intuitively, the IHR property ensures that competitiveness increases in skill level; thus, high-skilled contestants will compete harder and consume more for the same expected prize than low-skilled contestants. As a result, the winnertake-all design, which is in favor of high-skilled contestants, is optimal. Moreover, in large contests, for the winner-takeall design to be optimal, it suffices to have the IHR property only on the high end of the skill distribution. This is because in large contests, low-skilled contestants' winning chances are too low to be consequential in the marketer's total profit. We also find that if a marketer's objective is to maximize total participation, the resultant optimal prize structure is different; in this case, offering many small prizes is usually better than offering a single prize (as in the winner-take-all design).
Second, increasing contest size is beneficial to the marketer. Increasing the number of contestants has two opposite effects. First, more contestants may consume more; second, each contestant may consume less because of the existence of more rivals. We show that the first effect dominates the second one.
Third, to our knowledge, this is the first study to find that the equilibrium consumption is negatively correlated with the dispersiveness of the skill distribution. In particular, as the skill distribution becomes less dispersive (the gap in skill levels between any two quantiles becomes smaller), the equilibrium consumption increases across all skill lev-els. Both the dispersiveness and the IHR condition are related to competitiveness, but they are from different angles. That is, a decrease in dispersiveness ensures that competitiveness increases across all skill levels, whereas the IHR condition ensures that competitiveness increases from low to high skill.
The dispersiveness result, together with the effect of contest size on marketer's profits, has many practical implications for contest design. A marketer may achieve a less dispersive skill distribution through screening or segmenting contestants. For example, in some markets, players in the Mobile Millionaire game are divided into gold, silver, and bronze groups according to their demonstrated skills. Alternatively, a marketer can also achieve the effect of a less dispersive skill distribution by increasing the marginal rate of substitution of consumption for skill. Doing so essentially "handicaps" the high-skilled consumers. For example, in the Body-for-LIFE Challenge, a bodybuilder's performance is not evaluated by his or her final body fitness but rather by the difference between his or her body fitness before and after the contest. Thus, the challenge reduces the advantage of more athletic contestants.
We organize the rest of the article as follows: We review related literature and then set forth our model. Our model analysis proceeds in two parts: First, we derive consumers' equilibrium and analyze the optimal prize structure, and second, we examine contest structure. We then discuss the managerial implications, the limitations of our research, and possibilities for further research.
Related Literature
A consumer contest is one kind of consumer promotion that product manufacturers and service providers use to target consumers directly (Neslin 2002) . Previously addressed consumer promotions include coupons (Gerstner and Hess 1995; Reibstein and Traver 1982) , rebates (Soman 1998) , and reward programs (Kopalle and Neslin 2003) . The consumer contest is distinct from these promotions because it provides incentives on a relative rather than an absolute basis. In addition to providing utilitarian benefits, such as prizes, consumer contests may provide hedonic benefits, such as entertainment value (Chandon, Wansink, and Laurent 2000) . Consumer contests are considered particularly useful in generating deep consumer involvement (Feinman, Blashek, McCabe 1986; Kotler 1999 ).
This article is one of the first to study design issues in consumer contests. To the best of our knowledge, Ward and Hill (1991) provide the only other attempt to address consumer contest design issues. Unlike our game-theoretical approach, however, Ward and Hill draw on cognitive and social psychology to recommend contest designs.
Our research on consumer contests also contributes to the broader literature on contests, in which game-theoretical modeling is a major analytical tool. These include rankorder tournaments (Lazear and Rosen 1981; Nalebuff and Stiglitz 1983) , sales contests (Basu et al. 1985; Kalra and Shi 2001) , rent seeking (Tullock 1981) , lobbying (Baye, Kovenock, and De Vries 1993) , research-and-development (R&D) tournaments (Che and Gale 2003; Fullerton and McAfee 1999; Taylor 1995) , and patent races (Dasgupta and Stiglitz 1980) . Baye and Hoppe (2003) show a strategic equivalence among rent seeking, patent races, and R&D tournaments. Consumer contests differ from other types of contests in design objectives. In most other contests, designers take direct interests in contestants' performance. For example, the designers of sales contests are interested in the aggregate performance of all salespeople (Kalra and Shi 2001) and the designers of R&D tournaments are interested in the highest performance (Fullerton and McAfee 1999) . However, designers of consumer contests do not benefit directly from consumers' performance per se; rather, they make their profits from induced consumption-text messages in Mobile Millionaire and nutritional products in Body-for-LIFE Challenge. As such, research on other contest types does not address the design problems in consumer contests.
We adopt an all-pay auction framework for studying consumer contests. The all-pay auction, in which bidders pay what they bid regardless of winning, is widely used to model various contest settings, including lobbying (Baye, Kovenock, and De Vries 1993) , patent races (Dasgupta and Stiglitz 1980) , and R&D contests (Moldovanu and Sela 2001) . All-pay auctions have been applied in other contestlike settings, such as Varian's (1980) model of sales and Iyer and Pazgal's (2003) model of Internet shopping agents. Our model framework is similar to the one used by Moldovanu and Sela (2001) because both assume that contestants have different skill levels.
Several studies have examined the design of prize structures in tournaments or sales contests. Krishna and Morgan (1998) find that the winner-take-all design is optimal when the number of competing workers is two or three. Kalra and Shi (2001) study a multiple-player model of sales contests and find that the number of prizes should be increased and the spread should be decreased when salespeople are more risk averse. Both studies assume that contestants have identical skills and that performance is stochastic. In contrast, in our model, contestants differ in their skills, and performance is deterministic. In reality, however, a contest often involves both heterogeneously skilled participants and stochastic outcomes, which leads us to believe that these studies and our own examine two extremes of the general case and thus complement each other. Glazer and Hassin (1988) and Moldovanu and Sela (2001) study the design of prize structures in contests in which contestants differ in skills. Glazer and Hassin show that the winner-take-all design is optimal if the skill distribution is uniform and the performance function is linear. Moldovanu and Sela show that the winner-take-all design is optimal under general distributions, as long as the performance function is linear. Both studies assume that the designer maximizes aggregate performance-the variable used to rank contestants. In contrast, our study assumes that the designer maximizes aggregate consumption, which is not directly used for ranking and serves as an input factor of performance. Because of the distinction in design objectives, skill distribution and the number of contestants play critical roles in our study, but this is not the case in the other studies. In general, their results for the winner-take-all 6 Under the second interpretation, the skill factor is the endowed characteristic of consumers measured under the base consumption. This is because the (base) consumption may affect a consumer's skill factor as a result of learning effect. For example, a consumer who plays Mobile Millionaire a lot may gain a higher skill level than a consumer who plays little, even if both initially have the same skill level.
design do not hold in our setting. Moreover, our discussion on the dispersiveness of the skill distribution and its many implications for the designer's profits is entirely novel.
A few authors have studied handicapping in contest settings. Lazear and Rosen (1981) show that, conditional on knowing workers' type, awarding a handicap to the inferior worker can induce efficient investment from both workers. Feess and Muehlheusser (2003) and Clark and Riis (1998) study handicapping in auction settings in which the bid from one bidder is weighted differently from that of another. In all these studies, handicapping requires knowledge of contestants' identities. In our case, however, handicapping is not based on contestants' identities; rather, it is but embedded in the performance function of the contest. In our article, handicapping also takes a more general form.
A Game-Theoretical Model of Consumer Contests
We consider that a monopoly marketer sells one type of goods (product or service), for which it charges a constant unit price p. There are a total of n consumers for the goods, indexed by i = 1, 2, …, n (we drop the subscription i whenever we talk about any one consumer).
To promote the goods, the marketer organizes a consumer contest among the n customers. A consumer's performance in the consumer contest, x, is affected by both the amount of goods he or she consumes (hereinafter, "consumption"), t, and parameter μ, which we interpret as his or her skill. For example, in Mobile Millionaire, players' high scores (performance) are determined by both their knowledge (skill) and the number of games they play, which in turn determines the number of text messages or WAP minutes they consume (consumption).
Depending on the application setting, the consumption factor, t, can be interpreted either as new consumption, when the market for the goods is new and the consumer contest is designed to induce trial, or as incremental consumption due to the contest, when there is already a market for the goods and a consumer contest is designed to induce incremental consumption. We assume that a consumer's marginal intrinsic utility θ from consumption (under the first interpretation) or from incremental consumption (under the second interpretation) is less than p. Consumers' valuations for new products or services are below prices because of uncertainty and a lack of full appreciation. Consumers' valuations for incremental consumption are below prevailing market price because of decreasing marginal utility. In what follows, we no longer differentiate between the two interpretations but refer to t simply as "consumption."
We interpret the skill factor as an endowed characteristic of a consumer at the beginning of the contest. 6 Each consumer's skill factor is drawn independently from a common 7 Under the first interpretation, the performance is a function of the skill factor and the overall new consumption. Under the second interpretation, the performance is a function of the skill factor under the base consumption (without the contest) and the incremental consumption. For example, a consumer who plays Mobile Millionaire a lot even without a contest may have an advantage in the contest because of improved skill through practice. Note also that our results will not change if we adopt a seemingly more general functional form x(μ, t) = g(φ(μ), t), where g ′ > 0, g(0) = 0, and φ′ > 0. This is because only relative performance matters, and we can redefine φ(μ) as skill. The essential assumption is the multiplicative relationship between consumption and skill. distribution F(μ) with a finite support where . Its density function, f(μ), is continuous and positive. We assume that consumers know their own skill factors but that other consumers and the marketer do not. Both F(μ) and n are common knowledge.
We assume that a consumer's performance depends on consumption and skill according to a multiplicative performance function, 7 x(μ, t) = μt. This performance function increases in both skill and consumption; furthermore, the skill factor and the consumption factor reinforce each other, in the sense that the marginal effect of consumption (skill) on performance increases in skill (consumption).
The marketer gives prizes according to the rank order of consumers' performance. Let v 1 , v 2 , …, v n denote sizes of the prizes, v 1 ≥ v 2 ≥ … ≥ v n ≥ 0. We call (v 1 , v 2 , …, v n ) a prize structure. We index the prizes by j and denote the prize sum as . We define the marketer's spending on the jth prize differential as
A prize structure can be equivalently represented by a set of prize differentials. In particular, the sum of prize differentials equals the sum of prizes and Figure 1 illustrates that a prize structure (.4, .2, .2, .1, .1, 0) (the vertical bars) can be represented by prize differentials 
FIGURE 1 Prize Structure and Spending on Prize Differentials
(.2, 0, .3, 0, .5, 0) (the horizontal strips). In this article, we often work with prize differentials because the order constraint v 1 ≥ v 2 ≥ … ≥ v n on prize structure can be conveniently represented by δ j ≥ 0, j = 1, ..., n using prize differentials.
A Consumer's Utility Function
Consumers maximize their total expected utility, which we assume is additive in prizes, intrinsic utility from consumption, and payment. The total utility (U) of a consumer who participates in the contest with performance x and skill level μ is
The Marketer's Profit Function
The marketer's contest revenue comes from the consumption stimulated by the contest. We assume that the marketer's unit cost of providing the goods is a constant, normalized to zero. The cost of running the contest is a function of the prize sum (V) offered, c(V). The cost of running the contest may include the cost of providing the prizes, hiring lawyers to write legal documents, handling registration or performance evaluation, advertising for the contest, and so on. We assume that c(0) = 0, c′(·) > 0, and c′′(·) > 0, where c(0) = 0 implies that if the marketer does not run a consumer contest, it will incur no cost, and c′′(·) > 0 implies that the marginal cost of running the contest increases in the prize sum. The latter is because, for example, contests with a larger prize sum are subject to more legal scrutiny. We assume that the marketer is risk neutral. The expected total profit of the marketer is where E[t] is the expected consumption of a consumer in the contest.
The Consumer Contest
The consumer contest unfolds in the following way: The marketer announces the prize structure and the contest rules before the contest starts. Meanwhile, consumers learn their private skill factor μ, the common distribution F, and the number of consumers n. During the contest, each consumer simultaneously and independently chooses his or her consumption t. After the contest ends, the marketer evaluates each consumer's performance and awards prizes according to the announced rules. 
The Optimal Prize Structure Equilibrium Consumption and Profit
A consumer's strategy is a mapping from the consumer's skill factor to consumption level. A strategy profile for all consumers constitutes a Nash equilibrium if no one has the incentive to deviate from his or her own strategy, provided that others do not. We consider only the symmetric-strategy Nash equilibrium, in the sense that all consumers adopt the same strategy function, denoted as t(μ), in equilibrium. Let x(μ) = t(μ)μ denote the corresponding equilibrium performance.
If the equilibrium performance x(μ) is monotonically increasing (in the proof of P 1 , we verify that it is), then (5) Pr{x(μ) is at least the jth highest} = Pr{μ is at least the jth highest} = Pr{μ n -j:n -1 ≤ μ}, where μ n -j:n -1 is the (n -j)th lowest (or jth highest) order statistics from n -1 samples. The second step in Equation 5 is because the probability of μ being at least the jth highest in n samples is the same as the probability that the jth highest in n -1 samples is less than μ. Let F j:n and f j:n denote the cumulative distribution function and the probability density functions for μ j:n , respectively.
The formula for F n -j:n -1 (μ) and f n -j:n -1 (μ) are, respectively, 8 P 1 (equilibrium consumption): There is a unique symmetricstrategy Nash equilibrium, in which a consumer's strategy is given by (For the proof, see the Appendix.) The consumer's equilibrium consumption is a weighted sum of the marketer's spending on all prize differentials. Consumers with different skill levels assign different weights to prize differentials. The equilibrium consumption decreases with disutility of incremental consumption (p -θ). Note that the equilibrium consumption may not always increase with skill level, though the equilibrium performance does (see the Appendix).
Substituting Equation 8 into Equation 4, we can obtain the marketer's expected profit as ( ) (
, , and 
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We also denote where ε j represents the revenue generated by unit spending on the jth prize differential. We can rewrite Equation 9 as Similar to the equilibrium consumption, the expected revenue is a weighted sum of spending on all prize differentials.
A General Result on the Optimal Prize Structure
The optimal prize structure problem for the marketer is to maximize its total profits (Equation 11) by choosing its spending on different prize differentials (δ j ). The partial derivative of Equation 11 is for j -1, …, n. Therefore, for j, k = 1, …, n and j ≠ k, ∂π/∂δ j -∂π/∂δ k = ε j -ε k , which does not depend on . In other words, the optimal allocation of spending among prize differentials does not depend on the total prize sum.
This implies that we can decompose the original problem into two subproblems: (1) a prize allocation problem (i.e., to determine the optimal prize allocation for an arbitrary prize sum) and (2) a prize budget problem (i.e., to determine the optimal prize sum given the optimal prize allocation derived in Subproblem 1). P 2 (optimal prize structure):
(a) (optimal prize allocation): It is optimal to allocate the entire prize sum to the most profitable prize differential, j* ≡ arg max j {ε j }. (b) (optimal prize sum): Let j* be the most profitable prize differential. If c′(0) ≥ ε j* , the marketer should not run a consumer contest; if c′(0) < ε j* , the optimal prize sum V* is the solution to (12) ε j* = c′(V*).
P 2a prescribes that when the first prize differential is the most profitable (j* = 1), the marketer should allocate the entire prize sum to the first prize. The resultant prize structure is a winner-take-all structure. When the most profitable prize differential is j* ≥ 2, the marketer should split the prize sum equally among the first j* prizes. The resultant prize structure is a split-prize structure. P 2b shows that the optimal prize sum is determined by two factors: the marginal revenue generated in the consumer contest under the optimal prize allocation and the marginal cost of running the contest. It is never optimal for
We allowed this distribution density to have zero and nondifferentiable points purely for the simple representation. These zero and nondifferential points can otherwise be eliminated by redistributing the weight of distribution. None of these two features drives the results here. the marketer to award the nth prize. Intuitively, the nth prize differential does not provide any incentive for consumption, because a consumer can obtain it by not consuming at all. Hereinafter, we consider only a maximum of n -1 prizes. P 2 gives clear guidelines on how to select prize structures optimally. We begin by computing revenues generated by unit spending on different prize differentials (according to Equation 10); then, we compare them to determine the optimal prize allocation. The optimal prize sum can then be determined according to Equation 12. The following examples demonstrate the use of P 2 . They also show that both the winner-take-all and the split-prize designs can be optimal. In both examples, let n = 5, p/(p -θ) = 2, and c(V) = V 2 /2.
Example 1 (the winner-take-all design): Skill is uniformly distributed on [1, 2] . The values of ε 1 -ε 4 are 1.820, 1.721, 1.617, and 1.506, respectively. Thus, the optimal prize allocation is (V, 0, 0, 0, 0), and the optimal prize sum is V = 1.820. Example 2 (the split-prize design): We consider a doublepeaked skill distribution on [1, 10] with a majority being low skilled. The density function is given by 9
The marginal revenues of the first to the fourth prize differential are 1.356, 1.407, 1.411, and 1.357, respectively. Therefore, the optimal prize allocation is (.33V, .33V, .33V, 0, 0), and the optimal prize sum is V = 1.411. P 2 shows that the optimal prize allocation depends critically on the rank order of ε j . Therefore, it becomes relevant to ask how the rank order of ε j is affected by the underlying factors of the consumer contest. In the next subsection, we study two such factors: skill distribution and the number of contestants.
The Effect of Skill Distribution and n on Optimal Prize Structure
Let h(μ) = f(μ)/[1 -F(μ)] denote the hazard rate of F at μ. In this study, the hazard rate at μ represents the instantaneous probability that a consumer's skill factor is μ, provided that the consumer's skill factor is no less than μ.
•Definition: A distribution function F is said to be (or to have the property of) IHR if
The IHR property implies that the higher a consumer's skill level, the higher is the probability that he or she will face (13) h(μ) is increasing in μ on ( , ). μ μ opponents of similar skills, compared with the probability that he or she will face opponents of higher skills. The IHR property is satisfied when the density of the distribution is single peaked and does not drop too fast. Examples of IHR distributions include uniform, normal, logistic, exponential, and any distributions with nondecreasing density.
P 3 : A winner-take-all prize allocation is optimal if the skill distribution has the IHR property.
The intuition of P 3 comes from a close examination of the incentive effect of different prize differentials across skill levels. As Figure 2 illustrates, the first prize differential motivates the highest-skilled consumers more than does the second (and any other) prize differential in the sense that it generates higher revenue from them. As we mentioned previously, the IHR property implies that the higher a contestant's skill level, the more likely he or she will face opponents with similar skills than opponents of higher skills. Because facing opponents with similar skills encourages competition (and facing opponents that are too good discourages competition), the IHR property suggests that highskilled consumers compete more aggressively than lowskilled consumers, thus contributing more to the total revenue. Thus, from the marketer's point of view, highskilled consumers are more profitable. Because the first prize differential is the most effective in motivating the high-skilled consumers, the marketer should allocate the entire prize budget to the first prize differential, which implies a winner-take-all prize structure. P 3 can be further generalized to the case in which the skill distribution has an increasing (and higher) hazard rate only on the right side of its support.
•Definition (pseudo-IHR): A distribution function F is said to be (or to have the property of) pseudo-IHR if there is a starting point χ such that P 4 : If the skill distribution has the pseudo-IHR property with starting point χ, the winner-take-all prize structure is optimal for n > n 0 , where n 0 satisfies the following: P 4 implies that for a pseudo-IHR distribution, the winner-take-all design will eventually become optimal as contest size increases. The intuition of P 4 is as follows: When the size of the consumer contest increases, the probability of winning a prize diminishes more quickly for lowskilled consumers than for high-skilled ones; thus, the consumption level of low-skilled consumers drops faster than that of their high-skilled counterparts (Figure 3 ). Because the low-skilled segment contributes less to the total revenue, it becomes increasingly insignificant in determining the optimal prize allocation. As a result, when n is large enough, an increasing and higher hazard rate at the highskill level is sufficient for the winner-take-all design to be optimal.
The following example confirms P 4 's prediction:
Example 3: To continue from Example 2, we can verify that the skill distribution does not satisfy the IHR property but rather satisfies a pseudo-IHR property. Table 2 shows that a split-prize structure is optimal for n up to 16. Beyond that, the winnertake-all design becomes optimal.
However, we must caution readers not to draw a general conclusion about when a consumer population is large enough without studying the underlining skill distribution. In some cases, it may require a large number of consumers for the winner-take-all design to become optimal. In Example 4, for n up to 100, the optimal prize structure is still a split-prize design (and it becomes difficult to compute numerical results beyond 100).
Example 4: We can verify that the following density function satisfies the pseudo-IHR property (but not the IHR property) with the starting point χ close to the upper bound of the support:
When P 3 and P 4 are combined, they have the following implications for marketers: The skill distribution and the number of consumers determine whether the prize structure should motivate the high-skilled segment. If the density of the skill distribution is single peaked and does not drop too fast (so that IHR is satisfied), the high-skilled segment is profitable enough to ensure that a winner-take-all prize structure (which is most effective in motivating the highskilled consumers) is optimal (P 3 ). Violation of IHR may ( 10 Subsequently, we discuss additional strategies to increase a marketer's profits in such a setting, such as segmentation.
FIGURE 2 Revenue Generated by Unit Spending on the First and Second Prize Differentials

FIGURE 3 Effect of n on the Marginal Revenue Generated by the First and Second Prize Differentials
suggest that a split-prize allocation is more effective because of its ability to motivate middle-or low-skilled consumers. For example, when there are "pro" consumers with substantial skill advantage (as in Example 4), it may be optimal for the marketer to award many small prizes to keep middle-or low-skilled consumers motivated. 10 Moreover, our results suggest that as the size of the contest increases, the choice of prize structure is increasingly determined by the high end of the skill distribution because low-skilled consumers' winning chances and their contribution to the marketer's revenue diminish quickly (P 4 ).
The intuition we obtain here is novel compared with that of Moldovanu and Sela (2001) . In their analysis, the reason for the contest designer to adopt a non-winner-takeall prize structure is that contestants have convex disutility.
Conversely, in this article, factors that drive different prize structures are skill distribution and the number of contestants. Our results contribute to the contest design literature by showing that the winner-take-all-is-always-optimal result Moldovanu and Sela obtain in the linear disutility setting is susceptible to a perturbation of the designer's objective function.
Prize Structure and Contest Participation
We now turn our attention to the effect of prize structure on participation in consumer contests. This issue may be of interests to marketers that care about the reach of their promotion rather than the total profit. We assume that each consumer incurs a fixed entry cost, e, on participating in the consumer contest. Such a cost may be interpreted as the monetary or psychological cost involved in preparing for the contest. For example, in the Body-for-LIFE Challenge, a contestant may need to purchase workout gear and to register for the contest.
Because the entry cost is incurred at the outset, consumers whose expected payoff is not high enough to offset the entry cost will not participate. Because consumers' expected payoff from a contest increases with their skill levels, there is a marginal consumer who is indifferent between participating and not participating. We denote the skill quantile of the marginal consumer as u*. In what follows, we use u* as a measure of participation. We can state the problem of maximizing participation as where P j (u) ≡ F n -j:n -1 (F -1 (u))/j is the probability of winning the jth prize differential. The following proposition characterizes the minimal cutoff skill quantile u* and the corresponding prize structure:
P 5 : Let be the upper envelope of the function family {P j (u), j = 1, …, n -1}. The minimal cutoff skill quantile u* (maximum participation) is the solution to and the corresponding prize structure is to split V among the first j u* prizes, where j u* is the index of the member function on the envelope at u* and j u* (weakly) decreases in e/V and is independent of the skill distribution F(μ).
The main implication of P 5 is that the marketer should use a large prize sum but small prize sizes to attract the broadest participation. To maximize participation, for a given entry cost e and prize sum V, the marketer should choose a prize structure that maximizes expected payoff or the cutoff skill quantile u*. We also know that for some u n -1 < … < u 1 < 1, the first prize differential generates the highest expected payoff for skill quantiles between u 1 and 1, the second prize differential generates the highest expected payoff between u 2 and u 1 , and so on. Because increases in u, it is clear that as e/V decreases, u* decreases so that more prizes should be given to maximize participation. The prize allocation is not affected by the shape of the skill distribution because what matters in a participationmaximization problem is the winning probability of a particular skill quantile, which is the same across all distributions (as long as a high-skilled consumer wins over a low-skilled one).
Contest Structure
In this section, we study several other design decision variables. We begin by analyzing the impact of consumer population size and skill distribution on participants' consumption and marketer profits. We then discuss their implications on several contest design issues, including segmenting contestant population and designing performance functions.
The Impact of Size on Profits
P 6 (size and profit): When the condition in P 3 or the conditions in P 4 are satisfied, the marketer's profit increases in n.
Whether the total profit will increase depends on the trade-off between two opposite effects: New participants directly contribute to the aggregate consumption, but they also indirectly cause incumbents to lower their consumption levels because each incumbent has a lower (marginal) chance of winning. P 6 shows that the conditions in P 3 or P 4 guarantee that the direct effect dominates the indirect effect. Intuitively, when the number of consumers increases, the competitiveness increases and the probability of winning a prize diminishes more quickly for lower-skilled consumers. As a result, prizes are more likely to go to higher-skilled consumers. Such a reallocation of winning probabilities increases total revenue because the IHR condition (or the pseudo-IHR condition) guarantees that higher-skilled consumers generate higher revenue for the same prize. Figure 4 illustrates the profit trend when skill is uniformly distrib-
For a list of properties of dispersive order, see Shaked and Shanthikumar (1994) . uted on [1, 2] , p/(p -θ) = 2, and the prize structure is the winner-take-all design.
The Impact of Skill Distribution on Profits
There are many reasons for studying the impact of skill distribution on equilibrium consumption and profits. For example, a marketer can influence the skill distribution of a consumer contest through admission policy and segmentation (we discuss this subsequently). To the best of our knowledge, no prior research has directly addressed the issue of how skill distribution affects the marketer's profits, despite its obvious relevance to practice.
To study the impact of skill distribution, it is necessary to compare one distribution with another. The tool we use is called "dispersive order," which we define as follows:
•Definition (dispersive order): Let F -1 (u) and G -1 (u), u ∈ [0, 1], be the inverse of F and G, respectively. If then F is said to be less dispersive than G. 11 Intuitively, a distribution is less dispersive when the gap between any two skill quantiles (e.g., 50% and 60% skill levels) is smaller. P 7 (skill distribution and profit): The equilibrium consumption systematically decreases as the skill distribution becomes more dispersive.
We provide a formal representation of this proposition in the Appendix. P 7 implies that a marketer can expect a higher consumption level in every skill level if the skill distribution is less dispersive. The linkage between equilibrium consumption and skill dispersiveness is due to the follow-
ing: When the skill distribution is less dispersive, it is easier, for example, for a 50% skill level to beat a 60% skill level, which implies that both consumers will compete more aggressively (and consume more). The same logic applies to consumers at all skill levels; thus, the equilibrium consumption is higher across all skill levels. The intuition of this proposition is consistent with our everyday observation: Competition is fiercer in closely matched contests. Note that though both the dispersiveness measure and the IHR condition affect the competitiveness of a consumer contest, they work from different angles. That is, a decrease in dispersiveness ensures that competitiveness increases across all skill levels, whereas the IHR condition ensures that competitiveness increases from low to high skill. P 7 has many implications for designing consumer contests. For example, a marketer can achieve a less dispersive skill distribution by excluding certain low-skilled (or highskilled) consumers, by segmenting consumers into different skill groups (which we discuss in the next subsection), or by assisting low-skilled consumers to gain skill levels. Another set of implications is related to designing the performance function. The following corollary shows that the marketer can achieve the same effect of a less dispersive distribution by altering a performance function in a certain way:
Corollary 1 (design of performance function): Consider two performance functions: X A (μ, t) = μt, and X B (μ, t) = φ(μ)t, where φ(·) is an increasing function. All else being equal, X B (μ, t) generates systematically higher equilibrium consumption than X A (μ, t) if
To understand Corollary 1, we can redefine μ′ ≡ φ(μ) as skill. Under Equation 19, μ′ has a less dispersive distribution than μ and thus permits systematically higher equilibrium consumption (P 7 ). We also show that the condition in Equation 19 is equivalent to requiring that X B (μ, t) has a higher marginal rate of substitution of consumption for skill than X A (μ, t) (see the Appendix). The intuition is clearer from the latter view: If the marketer can choose a performance function in which consumption is a stronger substitute for skill, it essentially "handicaps" high-skilled consumers (because they suffer the most from a lesser role of the skill factor). Such a handicapping approach enhances competitiveness and stimulates a higher level of consumption.
The rationale of Corollary 1 is consistent with many practices. Game levels are often designed such that it is more difficult for a high-level player to gain one more level than for a low-level player to do the same (thus, high-level players must worker harder to stay ahead of the game). In the Body-for-LIFE Challenge, performance is defined such that it is affected more by contestants' efforts than by how athletic they are at the beginning. The ways to achieve a high marginal rate of substitution of consumption for skill are limited only by imagination.
However, there is a caveat. No conclusion should be drawn about the limit case in which every consumer has the same skill level. For one reason, our equilibrium analysis and results on contest designs are based on differentiated 12 If all consumers have the same skill level (i.e., not only does the equilibrium analysis herein not apply, it can also be shown that no pure-strategy equilibrium exists. 13 In contrast, if the marketer does segmentation based on nonskill factors, such as geographic region, we call it "horizontal segmentation." From P 6 , we know that horizontal segmentation does not benefit the marketer. μ μ = ), skills; they are no longer valid when consumers have the same skill level. 12 More important, our model is based on the premise that skill plays an indispensable role in determining a consumer's performance. In the limit case, the role of skill is absent, and other factors, such as noise in performance, may become important, implying that we may need a different model for these cases.
Segmentation of the Population
Real-world contests often segment participants into smaller groups. For example, the National Basketball Association holds regional conferences, and some Mobile Millionaire operators classify players into different levels according to experience and prior performance. Whether these segmentation strategies generate more profit for marketers is a question that we explore in this subsection. We consider the follow way of segmentation: dividing consumers into groups according to their skill factors, which we call "vertical segmentation." 13 A vertical segmentation strategy causes the skill distribution for each segment to be different from that of the whole population. Consequently, two forces are at play. First, the size of each segment is smaller, which may negatively affect the marketer's profits (P 6 ). Second, the skill distribution in each segment may be less dispersive than the original skill distribution, which may positively affect the marketer's profits (P 7 ). The overall effect of a vertical segmentation depends on the exact skill distribution and how it is segmented. The following example shows that vertical segmentation can raise the marketer's overall expected profit:
Example 5 (vertical segmentation): Consider a 20-person consumer contest with the same skill distribution as in Example 2. According to Table 2 , the marketer will pick an optimal prize sum of 1.53 and receive an expected profit of 1.17. Consider that the firm keeps the same prize sum but runs two contests instead: one for those whose skill levels are within [1, 2] and the other for those whose skill levels are within [9, 10] . Let x be the prize sum allocated to the first contest and 1.53 -x be the prize sum allocated to the second one. For example, if there are 17 consumers in the former contest and 3 in the latter, the expected revenues from two contests are 1.943x and 1.949 (1.53 -x), respectively; thus the total profit is 1.812 -.006x, and the firm is better off with the vertical segmentation, no matter how it allocates its total prize sum between these two contests.
We summarize this discussion about vertical and horizontal segmentation in the following corollary:
Corollary 2 (vertical segmentation): The marketer can gain higher profit through vertical segmentation.
Managerial Implications
Although there is extensive literature on various types of contests, such as sales contests, R&D tournaments, and sports contests, a popular type of contest-the consumer contest-remains underresearched. Consumer contests differ prominently from other contests in that the designers of consumer contests value contestants' consumption (how many minutes they spend on a mobile game) rather than their performance (how high their scores are). Consumer contests distinguish consumers with different skill levels; a higher-skilled consumer can achieve a better performance than a lower-skilled one even if both have the same consumption level. Therefore, consumer contests differ from other types of prize promotions, including games of chance, sweepstakes, and lotterylike contests, in which skill plays a minimum or no role. This article offers several managerial implications regarding the design of consumer contests. A key decision facing a consumer contest designer is how to divide the prize sum. Should the prize sum be divided into multiple prizes, or should it be offered in a lump sum to the top performer (i.e., a winner-take-all design)? We find that this decision is closely related to the skill distribution among consumers. Specifically, if the skill distribution possesses the IHR property, the designer should choose a winner-takeall structure. A distribution has the IHR property if its density function is single peaked and declines no faster than the exponential rate. Intuitively, the IHR property implies that the higher a consumer's skill level, the more likely he or she will face opponents of similar skills than opponents of higher skills. Because facing opponents of similar skills encourages competition (and facing opponents who are too good discourages competition), the IHR property suggests that high-skilled consumers compete (and thus consume) more aggressively than low-skilled ones. Therefore, from the designer's point of view, high-skilled consumers are a more profitable segment. This segment is best motivated by the top prize; therefore, the designer should allocate the entire prize budget to the top prize.
The size of the contest is another factor to consider when choosing a prize structure. When the contest size is large, low-skilled contestants' chances of winning and their contribution to the designer's total profits are too low to be consequential. Therefore, only the high end of the skill distribution matters to the prize structure decision. Thus, in large contests, as long as the high end of the skill distribution has the IHR property, the designer should choose a winner-take-all design.
An increase in contest size can also lead to an increase in the designer's profit. Increasing the number of contestants has two opposite effects. On the one hand, it broadens a consumer contest's base (in terms of the number of consumers), and on the other hand, it reduces the promotional effect on each individual consumer (because each consumer now has a smaller chance of winning). If the skill distribution has the IHR property, the overall effect is positive. Intuitively, this is because in large contests, prizes are more likely to go to high-skilled consumers, and with the IHR property, high-skilled consumers generate higher revenue per unit prizes.
A novel finding of this research is that the effectiveness of a consumer contest (in terms of induced consumption) is closely linked to the dispersiveness of the skill distribution. Dispersiveness is a measure of inequality of skills among consumers. A less dispersive skill distribution means that a consumer is more likely to face competition from similarly skilled consumers than from higher-skilled consumers; thus, the consumer will compete more aggressively and consume more. As a result, less dispersive skill distribution leads to higher consumption across all skill levels.
The beneficial effect of having a less dispersive skill distribution has several practical implications for contest design. The contest designer can achieve a less dispersive distribution using two general approaches. The first approach involves selecting, grouping, and segmenting consumers. For example, the designer may benefit from segmenting contestants according to their skill levels so that each segment has a less dispersive skill distribution (as in Example 5). This seems to be consistent with what we find in the Mobile Millionaire example, in which providers that segment players into gold, silver, and bronze groups according to their demonstrated skills do better than those that do not. The dispersiveness result also implies that the contest designer may benefit from excluding low-skilled contestants and/or high-skilled contestants in some cases.
A second approach to achieve a less dispersive skill distribution involves adopting a performance evaluation scheme that handicaps high-skilled contestants (so that the competitive pressure across high-and low-skilled contestants is intensified). For example, by evaluating high-skilled contestants against a higher benchmark (as in the Body-for-LIFE Challenge example), the designer can reduce the advantage of high-skilled contestants.
Limitations and Further Research
A consumer contest is only one of the many sales promotion techniques. This study answers the question of how to best design the consumer contest, provided that a marketer already decides to adopt a consumer contest. Nevertheless, in practice, a marketer may face the question whether to adopt a consumer contest or to use alternative sales promotion techniques, such as quantity discounts. A consumer contest and other promotion techniques may not be mutually exclusive. This is because consumer contests taps into consumers' skill factors, whereas a majority of other promotions work on consumers' deal proneness. If consumer contests are used along with other promotions, the issue of how to coordinate among them becomes important. These issues remain the subject for further research.
This research focuses on consumer contests with a single goal: to maximize aggregate consumption or to maximize participation. We show that participation maximization often requires different prize structures than consumption maximization; specifically, the former often requires the prize sum to be divided into many small prizes, whereas the latter requires a winner-take-all structure. In practice, contest designers may pursue and balance among multiple goals at the same time. This raises the question of how to design a consumer contest when the designers have mixed goals. For example, would it be better to offer a few large prizes and many small "participation" prize when the designer values both participation and aggregate consumption? Examining such issues may help explain the large variety of consumer contest designs observed in practice.
Another venue for further research is to test our theoretical predictions regarding contest designs in laboratory experimental settings. Experimental settings provide researchers excellent control of contest designs in terms of prize structure, performance function, and skill distribution. Such control is rarely available in field settings. Prior experimental research on contest designs has examined contests with identical skill levels (e.g., Orrison, Schotter, and Weigelt 2004) but not contests with different skill levels. Equation 6 comes directly from the definition of F n -j:n -1 (μ) and the notion that the probability of μ being lth largest among n -1 samples is
Appendix Order Statistics Used in the Article
For Equation 7, note that
We also define F n:n -1 (μ) = 0, F n -n:n -1 (μ) = 1, f n:n -1 (μ) = 0, and f n -n:n -1 (μ) = 0.
Proof of P 1
Step 1. Let x(μ) denote the equilibrium performance, and assume that x(μ) is strictly increasing (we confirm this in Step 2). Let U(μ, x) denote the expected utility when a consumer's skill is μ and the consumer chooses performance x. When every other consumer plays according to x(μ), the consumer's probability of winning at least jth place is F n -j:n -1 (x -1 (x)), where x -1 (·) is the inverse of x(·): For x(μ) to be an optimal strategy, it must be that 
In a symmetric-strategy equilibrium, x -1 (x) = μ. Substituting x -1 (x) = μ into Equation A1 and rearranging terms yields because the lowest-skilled consumer always chooses zero performance in equilibrium, x(μ) = 0. Applying this boundary condition, we can obtain the solution for Equation A2 as
It follows that
Step 2. We now verify that x(μ) is strictly increasing. This is evident because δ j ≥ 0 (inequality holds for at least one j) and for any μ and j.
Step 3. We now show that x(μ) is also sufficient to maximize U(μ, x). We assume that a consumer with skill μ chooses an arbitrary performance, denoted as x(μ′). Note that Because x′(·) > 0, the sign of the preceding equation is determined by U x (μ, x(μ′)). In line with the first-order condition (Equation A1), U x (μ, x(μ′)) = 0 at μ′ = μ. Furthermore, is positive for any μ > μ′ and negative for any μ < μ′. Therefore, μ′ = μ is a global maximum for U(μ, x(μ′)). Because this holds for every μ, we conclude that x(μ) is optimal.
Proof of P 2
For P 2a , we pick j* such that ε j* = max{ε 1 , ε 2 , …, ε n -1 }. From Equation 11, it is straightforward that given any prize sum , the optimal strategy for the marketer is to set δ i = 0 for all i ≠ j*. This is equivalent to setting v 1 = v 2 = … = v j* = V/j*, and v j* + 1 = v j* + 2 = … = v n -1 = 0.
For P 2b , the marketer's optimization problem is simplified to max V {Vε j* -c(V)}. Thus, V* is the solution to ε j* = c′(V*), if c′(0) < ε j* , and zero if otherwise.
Proof of P 3 and P 4
Lemma A1: f(x), g(x) are continuous functions defined on [a, b] . Furthermore, and f(x) single-crosses zero (first negative and then positive). Let the crossing point be ξ. We have f(x)g(x)dx > 0 if either (a) or (b) is satisfied: (a) g′(x) > 0, on [a, b] , and (b) g(x) ≤ g(ξ) for x ≤ ξ, and g′(x) > 0 for x > ξ. The sign in Proof b is determined by the sign of the term in braces, which goes from negative to positive. Thus, F n -j:n -1 (μ)/j -F n -j:n -1 (μ)/(j + 1) single-crosses zero. Using Proof a, we can further conclude that nF n -j:n -1 (σ)f(σ)/j first-order stochastically dominates nF n -j-1:n -1 (σ)f(σ)/(j + 1). Because of the transitive property of first-order stochastic dominance, nF n -j:n -1 (σ)f(σ)/j first-order stochastically dominates nF n -k:n -1 (σ)f(σ)/k for any k > j. Thus, we have Lemma 2(b).
Finally,
In the last line, the sign of the final term in parentheses (i.e., [n/(n -j)]F(μ) -1) goes from negative to positive, and so does that of the entire term. Because (n + 1)F n + 1 -j:n (μ)/ j -F n -j:n -1 (μ)/j = 0, we know that (n + 1)F n + 1 -j:n (μ)/j -F n -j:n -1 (μ)/j is first negative and then positive; note that (n + 1)F n -j + 1:n /j -F n -j:n -1 /j = n/j > 0.
Proof of P 3 . We prove P 3 by showing that ε 1 > ε 2 > … > ε n . Because in equilibrium, v n = 0, if n = 2, we always have a winner-take-all structure. Hereinafter, we consider only the case in which n ≥ 3.
Thus, for j = 1, 2, …, n -1, In line with Lemmas A2a and A2b and Lemma A1a, we know that a sufficient condition for ε j > ε j + 1 is that is monotonic. Next, we show that H′(σ) > 0 holds under the IHR condition:
When f′(σ) ≥ 0, H′(σ) > 0 holds naturally. When f′(σ) < 0, where the last step is due to the IHR condition. Thus, we have ε 1 > ε 2 > … > ε n .
Proof of P 4 . We prove P 4 by showing that ε 1 > ε k , k = 2, 3, …, n -1. Given that the skill distribution has the pseudo-IHR property with starting point χ, in line with Lemma A1b, a sufficient condition for ε 1 > ε k , k = 2, 3, …, n -1 is When χ = μ, Equation A4 always holds. When χ > μ, Let A sufficient condition for Equation A4 is Note that the sequence β 1 , β 2 , …, β n -1 is single peaked, which implies that reaches its minimum either at k = 1 or at k = n -1. Because β l = 1, a necessary and sufficient condition for Equation A5 is P 4 follows because increases in n.
Proof of P 5
P u j F F u j f j n j n n j n ( ) The cutoff skill quantile is given by Suppose that u* exists (we verify this subsequently), and let j u* = arg max j {P j (u*)}. Thus, for optimality, it must be that δ j = V for j = j u* and δ j = 0 for j ≠ j u* ; otherwise, the marketer could allocate a greater amount to the j u* th prize and thus find a lower u*; this would be a contradiction. Therefore, , and the prize sum should be split evenly among the first j u* prizes. It always has a solution because 0 ≤ e/V < 1, and is a continuous function with and . Because condition is independent of F(μ), j u* is independent of F(μ). Because is a weakly increasing function, implies that u* (weakly) increases in e/V. To show that j u* (weakly) decreases in e/V, it suffices to show that j u* (weakly) decreases in u* for any u*.
In line with Lemma A2b and the notion that P j (u) = F n -j:n -1 (F -1 (μ))/j, P j (u) -P k (u) (k > j) single-crosses zero from negative to positive. Thus, when u* increases, it is impossible for j u* = arg max j {P j (u * )} to increase.
Proof of P 6
We hold constant the prize structure (δ 1 , δ 2 , …, δ n -1 , 0) and consider the marketer's expected profit from an nconsumer contest, π n , and from an (n + 1)-consumer contest, π n + 1 :
where H(σ) is defined as in the proof of P 3 and P 4 . In line with Lemmas A2a and A2c, we know that [(n + 1)F n -j + 1:n (σ)/j -nF n -j:n -1 (σ)/j]f(σ)dσ = 0 and that (n + 1)F n -j + 1:n (σ)/j -nF n -j:n -1 (σ)/j single-crosses zero. If we apply Lemma A1a, a strictly increasing H(σ) is sufficient for π n + 1 -π n > 0. As in the proof of P 4 , we can show that π n + 1 -π n > 0 also holds when F has the pseudo-IHR property and n is sufficiently large.
Proof of P 7
Consider two consumer contests that are the same, except one has skill distribution F and the other has skill distribution G. Let u denote a quantile; then, F -1 (u) and G -1 (u) are corresponding skill levels in distribution F and G. Let denote the equilibrium consumption at quantile u in a consumer contest with skill distribution F. As such, is similarly defined for the consumer contest t u G q ( ) t u t F u with skill distribution G. P 7 can be formally presented as follows:
F is less dispersive than G for every 0 ≤ u ≤ 1.
We can rewrite the equilibrium consumption (Equation 8) as follows:
A sufficient condition for is
Proof of Corollary 1
We consider two consumer contests, A and B, with performance functions X A (μ, t) and X B (μ, t), respectively. We 
